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ABSTRACT The requirement of the upcoming sixth-generation (6G) wireless communication systems
to significantly elevate the services of enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) and massive machine-type
communications (mMTC) necessitates the design and investigation of appropriate multiple access schemes.
This paper investigates the impact of random source deployment on the performance of uplink systems,
emphasizing the implications of non-orthogonality in contention-free and contention-based access schemes.
For the latter scheme, we combine the strengths of slotted ALOHA and successive interference cancellation.
Considering the advantages of breaking orthogonality in scenarios with random source deployment, we
propose distinct policies tailored for mMTC, eMBB, and hybrid mMTC-eMBB scenarios by splitting the
cell into rings. Furthermore, we derive closed-form expressions for the outage probability, which play a
pivotal role in extracting the throughput of the sources in the considered scenarios. The paper offers a
comprehensive analysis of the proposed approach, corroborated through simulations, shedding light on
the potential of such protocols in future 6G wireless communication systems.

INDEX TERMS Random access, slotted ALOHA, NOMA, SIC, randomly distributed sources, outage
probability, throughput, mMTC, eMBB, user pairing.

I. INTRODUCTION

AKEY objective of the sixth-generation (6G) of wireless
networks is to substantially improve the classes of

services offered by the 5G, including enhanced mobile
broadband (eMBB) and massive machine-type communi-
cations (mMTC). As the wireless landscape evolves, the
emergence of technologies like network slicing and open
radio access network (Open RAN) underscores the impor-
tance of design and investigation of advanced multiple
access schemes, emphasizing flexibility and interoperability
in network deployments [1], [2], [3]. Multiple access can be
classified into two main categories, namely contention-free

(CF) and contention-based (CB) ones, in which the resources
are allocated in a coordinated or in an opportunistic way,
respectively. In eMBB, CF schemes are preferred, since the
target objective is spectral efficiency, while CB offers advan-
tages in mMTC, where scalability is the main challenge. This
is because in mMTC applications, e.g., Internet of Things
(IoT), the activity of the sources is usually sparse, rendering
centralized coordination inefficient due to under-utilization
of the available resources and extremely high overhead
requirements [4], [5], [6], [7]. Taking the aforementioned
into account, in existing eMBB applications orthogonal
multiple access is the dominant technology, while in mMTC
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applications, random access (RA) is considered as the most
promising approach. This is because RA also offers low
latency for small payload transmissions, without requiring
initial connection setup or dedicated resource allocation for
connection maintenance.
Compared to other RA protocols, slotted ALOHA (SA) [8]

performs more efficiently by avoiding collisions due to
partially overlapping transmissions while maintaining low
complexity. Specifically, an SA network is assumed to
comprise identical and independently operating sources. The
behavior of each terminal is described by the origination
and transmission state. A source, in the origination state,
transmits a packet in the next time slot with a certain access
probability. If successful, it receives a positive acknowl-
edgment and returns to the origination state, otherwise, a
collision occurs. Consequently, SA is implemented in a
variety of applications in different wireless setups [9], [10].
However, SA may suffer from congestion as the traffic load
and the number of sources increase.

A. MOTIVATION
To increase spectral efficiency and massive connectivity
in future generations of wireless networks, breaking the
requirement of orthogonality is a promising approach [11].
To break orthogonality, multi-user detection techniques such
as successive interference cancellation (SIC) which is the
basis of power domain non-orthogonal multiple access
(NOMA), are required to retrieve the sources’ signals at the
receiver [12]. In SIC, the signal of one source is decoded
by treating the signals of other sources as interference and,
if successfully decoded, subtracted from the superimposed
received signal. Uplink NOMA extends the capacity region
compared to orthogonal multiple access (OMA), which can
lead to increased spectral efficiency. In this context, the use
of SIC is critical in RA, since it can be used to reduce
the number of collisions as collided messages can still be
decoded. Thus, leveraging the capabilities of SA and SIC
offers a promising way to address congestion challenges.
However, to understand the benefit of breaking orthogonal-

ity, practical aspects should be considered, including random
source deployment, which has been overlooked in the
existing literature. Specifically, random source deployment
captures the variability and unpredictability inherent in real-
world deployments, where sources are randomly deployed,
providing a more accurate basis for scenarios involv-
ing sources with both homogeneous, e.g., eMBB-emBB,
mMTC-mMTC, and heterogeneous, e.g., mMTC-eMBB,
requirements. To this end, appropriate policies for geometry-
aware resource management should also be proposed to
design appropriate centralized, opportunistic, or hybrid
medium access control schemes, including both CF and CB
access.

B. CONTRIBUTION
Motivated by the above, we investigate the impact of
random source deployment on the performance of uplink

systems, particularly focusing on the implications of non-
orthogonality in CF and CB access schemes. Specifically,
we examine a network with sources randomly and uniformly
distributed in ring configurations, addressing a critical gap in
the existing literature that often overlooks practical deploy-
ment scenarios. Furthermore, our work highlights unique
challenges differing from fixed user location scenarios and
ensures an unbiased analysis, which is essential to meet the
diverse user requirements in various deployment contexts.
Specifically, the contributions of this work are as follows:

• Considering the advantages of breaking orthogonality
in scenarios with random source deployment, we pro-
pose different policies for mMTC, eMBB, and hybrid
mMTC-eMBB scenarios, focusing on both homoge-
neous and heterogeneous requirements and enabling
geometry-aware resource management. To investigate
the performance of the proposed policies, three different
cases are identified by splitting the cell into different
rings. For each scenario, we employ either a CF or a CB
access scheme. Specifically, we utilize as a CB access
scheme a protocol based on the combination of SA with
SIC, termed as SA-SIC, which efficiently reduces the
number of collisions.

• Closed-form expressions for the outage probability of
the system are derived for the three source deployment
cases. Using these expressions, the throughput of the
sources for the proposed policies is presented.

• The theoretical analysis is validated by simulation
results, which also illustrate the superiority of the
considered CB access scheme over conventional SA
and highlight the impact of random source deployment
in CF and CB schemes. The numerical results provide
useful design insights into the considered policies,
e.g., that different access probabilities for sources
distributed in different rings can lead to improved
performance both in terms of overall performance and
fairness. To this end, practical user-pairing schemes are
extracted for the investigated scenarios.

C. STRUCTURE
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides the related works, while Section III describes the
system model. In Section IV, the performance analysis of
the considered system in terms of outage probability and
throughput is provided. In Section V, simulation results
are provided to verify the derived analytical results and
to illustrate the system performance, while Section VI
concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS
Several studies have explored the advantages of
power domain NOMA over orthogonal multiple
access [13], [14], [15], [16]. Given the escalating decoding
complexity of NOMA as the number of multiplexed
messages grows, a practical approach to NOMA involves
hybrid user pairing. In this approach, a maximum of two
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users can share the same resource block, while different user
pairs utilize orthogonal resources [17]. This NOMA variant
is consistent with its application in the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) standards [18]. While there is
extensive research on downlink NOMA, uplink NOMA
remains relatively underexplored. It is worth noting that
uplink NOMA differs significantly from its downlink
counterpart, primarily because interfering messages in uplink
come from different sources. Implementing NOMA in the
uplink does not add extra complexity for users, since joint
processing is performed exclusively at the base station
(BS). For instance, [19] examined the ergodic sum-rate
advantage of NOMA over OMA, shedding light on the
scalability of the gain with increasing number of antennas.
Furthermore, determining the outage probability for uplink
NOMA is crucial as it lays the foundation for the design
and optimization of practical medium access control (MAC)
schemes. In this context, the outage probability for uplink
NOMA with both single-antenna and multi-antenna BSs
was established in [20] and [21], respectively, assuming
stationary user positions.
Considering their advantages, i.e., the simplicity of

ALOHA as well as the improved throughput of NOMA
and its ability to avoid collisions utilizing multi-user
detection techniques, a hybrid ALOHA-NOMA scheme
can be considered as an efficient alternative MAC proto-
col for low-complexity IoT devices. Specifically, in [22]
and [23], it was proven that the main drawbacks of
ALOHA, i.e., low throughput and high collision rate, can
be mitigated by NOMA. In [22], a NOMA-based RA
scheme with multichannel ALOHA was examined, where
users can choose predetermined power levels to transmit
their information. By using SIC with perfect channel state
information (CSI), the co-channel interference is mitigated.
It was also shown that NOMA can be employed for
uncoordinated transmissions such as RA in IoT networks.
In [24] and [25], the performance of a similar protocol
was evaluated. Specifically, in [24], it was shown that this
protocol outperforms the carrier sensing multiple access
with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) in terms of throughput
at low transmission probability at the cost of increased
average delay, while in [25] its superiority over SA was
demonstrated. Moreover, the authors of [26] investigated
the performance of SA-NOMA using SIC in IoT networks.
To improve the performance, an enhanced SA-NOMA
receiver was proposed, which calculates the number of active
devices using a form of multi-hypothesis testing. Finally,
in [20], two RA protocols based on SA and uplink NOMA
were proposed utilizing both SIC with optimal decoding
order and joint decoding (JD). The average throughput
and the corresponding outage probability of the proposed
protocols were derived and the improvement over was
proven.
Despite the aforementioned advances, none of these works

explores the practical case in the context of IoT mMTC
applications where sources are randomly deployed [27].

For instance, [28] aimed to balance spatial reuse and per-
transmitter throughput in networks with randomly deployed
stations, deriving closed-form expressions for various spatial
averages. In addition, [29] focused on an RA network with
spatial reuse, aiming for optimal signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) in an SA system with node locations
determined by a two-dimensional Poisson point process.
Furthermore, [30] and [31] explored NOMA networks
with random user deployment, with the former proposing
an efficient cooperative relay sharing strategy, while [14]
assessed the performance of NOMA in a cellular downlink
scenario with random users, noting its superior ergodic sum
rates. This was later extended in [32], which generalized
the findings for various fading distributions and presented
a closed-form analysis for the case of Nakagami-m fading.
However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the existing
literature does not include closed-form expressions for
the outage probability and the throughput of SA-NOMA
schemes utilizing SIC with randomly deployed users. In
this direction, given the inherent variability of IoT sensor
deployments, it becomes crucial to employ random user dis-
tribution to understand system performance in all conceivable
deployment scenarios. This comprehensive analysis not only
characterizes the potential and versatility of SA-NOMA in
diverse real-world IoT environments, but also paves the way
to derive the optimal design parameters of the protocol,
ultimately leading to improved network performance.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROPOSED SCHEMES
In this work, we examine the performance of a network
with randomly deployed sources to cover the inherent
unpredictability of device placements in real-world appli-
cations. To this end, we consider a network comprising
a single-antenna BS that possesses perfect CSI and N
single-antenna sources experiencing Rayleigh fading. The
purposeful adoption of single-antenna nodes, perfect CSI,
and Rayleigh fading facilitates clear and precise derivation
of outage probabilities, directly addressing the essential
aspects of the scenarios under investigation. Furthermore,
the selection of these assumptions not only ensures a robust
analysis but also suggests that the relative performance trends
among the examined scenarios would consistently hold, even
with multiple antennas, the integration of CSI imperfections,
and different fading conditions.
Delving deeper, the sources in the examined model

transmit signals within structured time intervals, with
time systematically divided into frames. Consequently, the
received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the i-th source is
described by

γi = li|hi|2pi
σ 2

, (1)

where σ 2, hi and pi denote the variance of the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN), the small scale fading coefficient
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between the i-th source and the BS, and the transmitted
power of the i-th source, respectively, while

li = cd−n
i (2)

expresses the path loss factor with c, di, and n denote the
path loss at reference distance d0, the distance between
the i-th source and the BS, and the path loss exponent,
respectively. We assume Rayleigh fading, thus |hi|2 follows
the exponential distribution with rate parameter 1 and γi
follows the exponential distribution with rate parameter
bi = σ 2

lipi
.

To examine the performance of a network with randomly
deployed sources, an appropriate model for the sources’
locations is essential. Therefore, considering that the sources
are uniformly distributed in a circular ring, whose center
coincides with the BS, the distance between the i-th source
and the BS is a random variable with cumulative distribution
function (CDF) given as

Fdi(x) = x2 − r2

R2 − r2
, x ∈ [r,R], (3)

while the probability density function (PDF) is given by

fdi(x) = 2x

R2 − r2
, x ∈ [r,R]. (4)

Setting r = 0 in the aforementioned expressions, the CDF
and the PDF of the distance for the case of the sources being
uniformly and homogeneously distributed in a circular disk
are derived, thus the provided analysis is general enough to
capture the circular disk case.
To fully understand the examined network and derive

important design insights, it is necessary to examine its
performance under varying access dynamics. Specifically,
assessing its performance under CF and CB schemes
becomes pivotal, as each scheme, with its distinct access
mechanism, influences the system performance.

A. CONTENTION-FREE ACCESS
The CF access scheme is particularly suited for scenarios
where deterministic access is preferred. In this approach,
two sources access the channel simultaneously in a specific
time slot, while SIC serves as the detection technique,
i.e., decoding and subtracting the strongest signal to allow
for the decoding of weaker ones. In this case, the achievable
rate of the i-th source depends on which source’s message
is decoded first. Specifically, if its message is decoded
first, taking into consideration the interference from the j-th
source’s signal, the achievable rate is given by

Ri,1 = B log2

(
1 + γi

γj + 1

)
, (5)

where B denotes the available bandwidth. If its message is
decoded second, then the achievable rate is given by

Ri,2 = B log2

(
1 + γi

εγj + 1

)
, (6)

where ε ∈ {0, 1} represents the result of the first decoding.

B. CONTENTION-BASED ACCESS
In the CB access scheme, sources compete for channel access
in a stochastic manner, leading to scenarios where either
multiple sources or just a single source may access the
channel in any given time slot. However, this randomness
introduces challenges, especially in managing potential
collisions and ensuring efficient communication. To address
these challenges, the SA-SIC approach, a combination of SA
and SIC, is used, which effectively reduces collisions, and
thus, enhances network reliability, by mitigating interference
during simultaneous transmissions by two sources.
Delving deeper into the CB access scheme, at the start of

each frame, the BS transmits a preamble packet. This packet
aids in frame synchronization and informs sources about
the available RA slots in that frame. To further clarify the
RA mechanism, we consider the random variable Ii ∈ {0, 1}
defined as the outcome of a Bernoulli trial, where

Ii(t) =
{

1, with probability qi
0, with probability 1 − qi.

(7)

The access probability of Ii, represented as E[Ii] = qi, indi-
cates a scenario where the i-th source transmits information
in a specific time slot.
In the context of SA, it is noteworthy that the probability

of K sources accessing the channel simultaneously is deter-
mined by the product of N Bernoulli trials. This probability
is given by the probability mass function of the Poisson
binomial distribution, i.e.,

Pr(K = k) =
∑
A∈Fk

∏
i∈A

qi
∏
j∈Ac

(1 − qi), (8)

where Fk denotes the set of all subsets of k integers that can
be selected from {1, 2, . . . ,N}. Here, A is an ordered subset
of Fk with elements in increasing order, and Ac represents
its complement. Given this setup, for the case when only the
i-th source accesses the channel in a time slot, the achievable
rate for this source is given as

Ri = B log2(1 + γi). (9)

However, considering that multiple sources compete for
channel access and the inherent features of SA-SIC, the
achievable rates for two simultaneous source transmissions
are defined by (5) and (6).

C. PROPOSED POLICIES
Building upon the CF and CB schemes, in what follows, we
propose appropriate policies for mMTC, eMBB, and hybrid
mMTC-eMBB scenarios, focusing on both homogeneous and
heterogeneous requirements and enabling geometry-aware
resource management.
As it has already been mentioned, CF access is preferred

for eMBB applications. Hereinafter, two different policies
will be considered:

• eMBB policy 1: The two eMBB devices that are sched-
uled to transmit information using the same resource
block are located in the same ring around the BS.
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• eMBB policy 2: The two eMBB devices that are sched-
uled to transmit information using the same resource
block are located in different rings around the BS.

It is noted that by investigating the performance of the
aforementioned policies, we can develop optimal user-
pairing methods for CF access, offering valuable insights for
improved network planning in 6G wireless systems.
On the other hand, CB access is preferred for mMTC

applications. Hereinafter, two different policies are proposed:
• mMTC policy 1: All mMTC devices are allocated with
the same access probability, regardless of their distance
from the BS.

• mMTC policy 2: The cell is divided in concentric non-
overlapping rings around the BS and a different value
of access probability is assigned to mMTC devices
that are located in different rings. It is noted that this
policy is motivated by the fact that the devices located
far away from the BS are expected to have higher
outage probability. Thus, retaining the same access
probability for all devices could have a negative impact
on throughput or fairness among sources.

Finally, a policy for applications with heterogeneous types
of services is proposed:

• Hybrid mMTC-eMBB policy: An eMBB device located
in a fixed position shares its dedicated resource block
with a number of randomly deployed mMTC devices.

To investigate the performance of the aforementioned
policies, it is sufficient to investigate the outage probability
in solely three different cases:

• Case 1: The i-th source is randomly and uniformly
distributed in a circular ring with the BS as the center,
while the j-th source is located at a constant distance
from the BS.

• Case 2: The two sources are deployed homogeneously
in concentric non-overlapping rings around the BS.

• Case 3: The sources are randomly and uniformly
deployed in the same ring around the BS.
The assumption that the deployment takes place in a
ring, makes the analysis wider, as by setting the inner
radius of the ring r = 0 m the special of distribution
in a circle can be investigated.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In the following analysis, it is assumed that the optimal
decoding order for SIC is used, which results in optimal
system performance in terms of outage probability and is
given by

D =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

(i, j), γi
γj+1 ≥ βi and

γj
γi+1 < βj

(j, i), γi
γj+1 < βi and

γj
γi+1 ≥ βj

(i, j) or (j, i), otherwise,

(10)

where D = (i, j) denotes the decoding order if the i-
th source is decoded first and the j-th source is decoded
second. It should be highlighted that the optimal decoding
order is affected by both the target rate and the existing

channel conditions of the sources. Considering the CF and
CB schemes and the various source deployment scenarios,
it becomes crucial to quantify the network reliability and
performance under these configurations. Therefore, in this
section, the outage and throughput performance of the
considered network are investigated for the three aforemen-
tioned cases. It should be highlighted that outage probability
analysis directly applies to the CF scheme, but is also used in
the definition of the throughput for both CF and CB schemes.
Hence, to evaluate the outage probability, we consider the
threshold for the i-th source as

βi = 2
R̂i
B − 1, (11)

where R̂i denotes the target rate of the i-th source.

A. OUTAGE PERFORMANCE FOR CASE 1
In the following theorem, the outage probability of the i-th
source for case 1 is provided.
Theorem 1: The outage probability of the i-th source for

case 1, when i-th and j-th sources access the channel, is
given by

Pij = �1 − �2 + �3 + �4, (12)

where

�1 = 1 − e
− σ2βjd

n
j

cpj (13)

and the expressions for �2, �3, and �4 are obtained from
Tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively, where x = n

√
pi

βipj
and y =

n
√

βjpi
pj

.
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix A.
Remark 1: As observed in Tables 1, 2, and 3, the outage

probability depends on the thresholds of the two sources
and the distance between the j-th source and the BS.
Specifically, the leftmost condition in each table concerns
the product of the thresholds for each of the sources, which
affects (34), as shown in Appendix A. The other conditions
appearing in these tables, on which the expressions depend,
include all the possible relations between the distance dj of
the j-th source from the BS and the radii r and R of the ring
in which the i-th source is located.

B. OUTAGE PERFORMANCE FOR CASE 2
Next, case 2 is investigated in terms of outage probability.
When the sources are positioned uniformly in rings and
Rayleigh fading is assumed, the CDF of the channel gain
|h|2 is given by [14]

F|h|2(y) = 2

R2 − r2

∫ R

r

(
1 − e

− znσ2
cpi

y
)
zdz, (14)

which can be calculated for n = 2, but for n > 2 being
often the case in communication networks, (14) cannot be
evaluated. To simplify this expression, the Gauss-Chebyshev
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TABLE 1. Cases for �2.

quadrature approximation is implemented, thus (14) can be
written as

F|h|2(y) ≈ 1

R+ r

M∑
n=1

wnh(θn), (15)

where

h(x) =
√

1 − x2

(
1 − e

− σ2
cpi

(
R−r

2 x+ R+r
2

)2
y

)

×
(
R− r

2
x+ R+ r

2

)
, (16)

with M being a parameter adjusting the accuracy and
complexity of the approximation, wn = π

M , and θ(n) =
cos( 2n−1

2M π).
The outage probability of the i-th source, when both

sources are distributed uniformly in non-overlapping rings
and their distance from the BS is considered as a random
variable is defined as [20]

Pij = Pr

(
γi

γj + 1
< βi,

γj

γi + 1
< βj

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

P1

+ Pr

(
γj

γi + 1
≥ βj, γj < βi

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

P2

. (17)

Theorem 2: The outage probability for case 2, when i-th
and j-th sources access the channel, is given as

Pij = F1
11 + F2

11 − F1
12 − F2

12 + F21 − F1
22 − F2

22, (18)

where the above expressions are presented in Table 4,

g(r,R, p, n) = σ 2

pc

(
R− r

2
θ(n) + R+ r

2

)n
, (19)

f (r,R, n) = 1

R+ r

π

M

√
1 − θ(n)2

(
R− r

2
θ(n) + R+ r

2

)
,

(20)

and

ξ =
{

(βi+1)βj
1−βiβj

, βiβj < 1

∞, βiβj ≥ 1.
(21)

Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix B.
Remark 2: In case 2, the sources are deployed in non

overlapping rings, thus there are no conditions concerning
their radii. Moreover, considering ξ , it should be highlighted
that if βiβj ≥ 1, the expressions are simplified, since the
terms including ξ in the exponent are equal to 0.

C. OUTAGE PERFORMANCE FOR CASE 3
In case 3, the outage probability, when both sources are
randomly deployed in the same ring, is calculated.
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TABLE 2. Cases for �3.

TABLE 3. Cases for �4.

Theorem 3: The outage probability of the i-th source for
case 3, when i-th and j-th sources access the channel, is
given by

Pij = 1 − G1 − G2 + G3 + G4, (22)

where

G1 = 2

R2 − r2

γ
(

2
n ,

σ 2βjRn

cpj

)
− γ

(
2
n ,

σ 2βjrn

cpj

)

n
(

σ 2βj
cpj

) 2
n

(23)
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TABLE 4. Expressions for case 2.

and the expressions for G2, G3, and G4 are presented
in Table 5, where ζ1, ζ2, ζ3, ζ4, ζ5, and ζ6 are given
by (24)–(28) shown at the bottom of the page, and (29)
shown at the bottom of the p. 10, with x = n

√
pi

βipj
and

y = n
√

βjpi
pj

.
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix C.

Remark 3: Similar to case 1, the first condition in Table 5
concerns the thresholds for each source, which affects the
expression for the outage probability. However, in this case,
x and y, appearing in the second condition and depending
on the transmit powers and the target rates of the sources,
affect the limits of the integrals, as shown in Table 7, and
consequently the expression for the outage probability.

ζ1(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6) = 4(
R2 − r2

)2
∞∑
k=0

∞∑
m=0

(−1
k

)(
σ 2

cpj

)a1(
σ 2βi

cpi

)m−a1 (−1)maa3
2

m!a3

aa5
4 − aa5

6

a5
(24)

ζ2(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6) = 4

(R2 − r2)2

∞∑
k=0

∞∑
m=0

(−1
k

)(
σ 2

cpj

)a1(
σ 2βi

cpi

)m−a1

(−1)m
(

σ 2βi(βj+1)
(1−βiβj)cpi

)m
aa3

2

m!a3

γ

(
a4,

βj(βi+1)σ 2an5
(1−βiβj)cpj

)
− γ

(
a4,

βj(βi+1)σ 2an6
(1−βiβj)cpj

)

n
(

βj(βi+1)σ 2

(1−βiβj)cpi

)a4
(25)

ζ3(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6) = 4(
R2 − r2

)2
∞∑
k=0

(−1
k

)(
piβj
pj

)a1 aa3
2

a3

γ

(
a4,

σ 2βjan5
cpj

)
− γ

(
a4,

σ 2βjan6
cpj

)

n
(

σ 2βj
cpj

)a4
(26)

ζ4(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6) = 4(
R2 − r2

)2
∞∑
k=0

∞∑
m=0

(−1
k

)(
piβj
pj

)a1

(−1)m
(

σ 2βi(1+βj)
m

cpi(1−βiβj)
m a

a3
2

)
m!a3

γ

(
a4,

σ 2βj(1+βi)an5
cpj(1−βiβj)

)
− γ

(
a4,

σ 2βj(1+βi)an6
cpj(1−βiβj)

)

n
(

σ 2βj(1+βi)

cpj(1−βiβj)

)a4
(27)

ζ5(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6) = 4(
R2 − r2

)2
∞∑
k=0

(−1
k

)(
piβj
pj

)a1 aa3
2

a3

γ

(
a4,

σ 2βjan5
cpj

)
− γ

(
a4,

σ 2βjan6
cpj

)

n
(

σ 2βj
cpj

)a4
(28)
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TABLE 5. Expressions for case 3.

D. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS
Next, the throughput of the two considered systems is
evaluated, for which the derived expressions for the outage

probability are utilized. First, the throughput of the CF
system is given by

R̃i = R̂i
(
1 − Pij

)
, (30)
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where the target rate R̂i appears both multiplicatively and
in the expression for the outage probability, as indicated
by (11).
Regarding the CB system, to evaluate the throughput,

the outage probability when only one source accesses the
channel is required. The outage probability when the i-th
source is distributed in a circular ring and solely accesses
the channel is given as

Pi = 1 − 2

R2 − r2

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

γ
(

2
n ,

σ 2βiRn

cpi

)
− γ

(
2
n ,

σ 2βirn

cpi

)

n
(

σ 2βi
cpi

) 2
n

⎞
⎟⎟⎠. (31)

To this end, when the hybrid SA-SIC is utilized, the
throughput of the i-th source is given as

R̃i = R̂iqi
∏
k �=i

(1 − qk)(1 − Pi)

+R̂iqi
∑
j �=i

qj
∏
k �=i,j

(1 − qk)
(
1 − Pij

)
, (32)

It should be noted that the throughput in a system using SA
is given as

R̃i = R̂iqi

⎛
⎝∏
k �=i

(1 − qk)(1 − Pi)

⎞
⎠. (33)

Comparing the two expressions, it can be deduced that the
throughput in case of SA-SIC is always greater, due to the
second term in (32), which is positive.

E. EXTENSION TO MULTI-ANTENNA SYSTEM
Since an uplink system is investigated, a reasonable exten-
sion regarding the number of antennas is the assumption
of multiple antennas at the receiver, i.e., a singe-input-
multiple-output (SIMO) system. In a SIMO system with
maximal-ratio combining (MRC),

∑L
l |hi,l|2, with L being

the number of antennas at the BS, appears in the expres-
sions for the SINR, which follows the gamma distribution
considering Rayleigh fading. To this end, since the path loss
is not affected by the number of antennas, the analysis of
our work can be easily extended to the case of multiple
antennas by following the similar procedure and using the
gamma distribution instead of the exponential one. This also
coincides with assuming Nakagami-m instead of Rayleigh
fading. These modifications will uniformly impact system
performance without affecting the relative effectiveness or

FIGURE 1. Outage probability versus SNR for case 1.

behavioral trends of the considered policies and, thus, the
provided insights.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND SIMULATIONS
In this section, we illustrate the performance of the con-
sidered network and validate the derived expressions with
simulations. We assume the path loss factor is given by (2),
with c = 10−3 and n = 2.5. Furthermore, without loss
of generality, it is assumed that the number of sources is
N = 10 and qi = qj = qk = 1

N , while βi = βj = β = 2
unless stated otherwise. Regarding the infinite summations
in the expressions for the outage probability in cases 1
and 3, 70 terms are sufficient, while for the expressions
in case 2, which includes the Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature
approximation 20 terms provide a good approximation. For
case 1, it is assumed that ri = 5 m, Ri = 10 m, and dj =
10 m, where ri and Ri denote the inner and outer radii of the
ring in which the i-th source is uniformly distributed. For
case 2, it is assumed that ri = 5 m, Ri = 10 m, rj = 10 m,
and Rj = 20 m, where ri, Ri, rj, and Rj denote the inner
and outer radii of the ring in which the i-th and j-th source
are located, respectively, while, in case 3, all sources are
distributed in a circular ring with r = 5 m and R = 10 m.
It should also be noted that the system throughput refers to
the sum throughput of all sources normalized with respect
to the number of sources.
In Figs. 1, 2, and 3, the outage probability of the i-th

source versus the transmit SNR of the system is presented,

ζ6(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6) = 4(
R2 − r2

)2
∞∑
k=0

∞∑
m=0

(−1
k

)(
piβj
pj

)a1

(−1)m
(

σ 2βi
cpi

)
aa3

2

m!a3

γ

(
a4,

σ 2βj(βi+1)an5
cpj

)
− γ

(
a4,

σ 2βj(βi+1)an6
cpj

)

n
(

σ 2βj(βi+1)

cpj

)a4
(29)
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FIGURE 2. Outage probability versus SNR for case 2.

providing a deeper understanding of the implications of the
proposed policies across different cases of the CF system.
In Fig. 1, which represents case 1, it becomes evident how
the proposed policies can influence system performance as
lower threshold values and a higher SNR lead to reduced
outage probabilities. Notably, when βiβj > 1, a minimum
bound on the outage probability is identified, which is absent
for βiβj ≤ 1, emphasizing the efficiency of the policies in
managing threshold configurations. Moreover, from Fig. 2,
which corresponds to case 2, the position randomness of
the j-th source is found to not significantly alter the system
performance, indicating a consistent behavior across the
scenarios and showcases the adaptability of the proposed
policies to varied source deployments. Finally, in Fig. 3,
for case 3, where both sources are located in the same
ring, the system behavior is similar to that of case 1.
Specifically, as the SNR values increase and the β thresholds
decrease, outage probabilities are reduced, while notably, a
bounded outage probability is evident for βiβj ≥ 1 at high
SNR, further highlighting the robustness of the examined
policies. The similarities between the three cases is a result
of the comparable values of the corresponding distances and
the same thresholds. Finally, it should be highlighted that
the average distance of the sources to the base station in
case 3 aligns closely with the constant distance in case 1,
which results in comparable average system behaviors in
both cases. Therefore, the aforementioned figures reveal how
the system performance is influenced by the threshold values
and source positioning, highlighting the robustness of the
investigated system.
In Fig. 4, the hybrid mMTC-eMBB policy is examined

and, specifically, the throughput versus qi for case 1 of
the CB system is depicted for various values of SNR.
Specifically, we consider a scenario with N−1 randomly dis-
tributed sources accessing the channel with a probability of
qi, alongside one constantly active fixed-position source, with
the system throughput primarily reflecting the performance
of the randomly distributed sources. As expected, greater

FIGURE 3. Outage probability versus SNR for case 3.

FIGURE 4. System throughput versus qi for case 1.

values of SNR result in greater throughput for the same value
of qi. In addition, for the presented scenario, the system
exhibits a maximum throughput for qi = 0.12, while for
greater qi values the throughput decreases. This decline in
performance can be attributed to the increased collision rate
and subsequent message loss when the sources access the
channel more frequently. Regarding the system throughput
and how it is affected by the changes in the SNR, it is
observed that as the SNR increases, the maximum throughput
tends to stabilize, suggesting that simply increasing the SNR
may not always lead to enhanced throughput performance.
This conclusion is reached, because, in Fig. 4, while the
increment of the SNR is constant the increase of the
throughput declines. This can be explained by the throughput
expression, where increasing the SNR decreases the outage
probability, leading to saturation of the throughput at the
fixed target rate.
In Fig. 5, the proposed mMTC policies are directly

reflected through a CB system that combines cases 2
and 3. Specifically, we consider a scenario where half of
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FIGURE 5. System throughput versus q1 for a practical user-pairing CB scenario.

the sources are located in the inner ring accessing with
probability q1, while the sources in the outer ring access
with a constant probability q2, set equal to 1

N . This setup
is in line with mMTC policies which assign the same or
different access probabilities based on the device location
relative to the BS. Building on this configuration, the
figure details the throughput of both an inner and an outer
ring source, as well as the overall network throughput,
defined as the combined throughput of all sources normalized
by their number, plotted against q1. As it can be seen,
across all examined cases, SA-SIC consistently outperforms
the SA protocol, proving its superiority and relevance for
the proposed policies and scenarios. Furthermore, as q1
increases, the throughput for the outer ring decreases in both
protocols, which is attributed to the reduced availability of
free time slots for the outer sources, as the inner ring sources
begin to access the channel more frequently. Notably, the
throughput for the inner ring, outer ring, and the system
peaks at distinct values of q1, highlighting the significance
of tailoring the protocol parameters to the specific policies.
In more detail, the throughput for the inner ring peaks
at a value of q1 = 0.3, while for the entire system, the
optimal throughput is achieved at q1 = 0.25. This slight
decrease in the optimal q1 value for the whole system
arises due to the inclusion of the outer ring sources, which
have a different access dynamic and influence the overall
performance. It should be highlighted that this distinction in
optimal values underscores the considerations behind mMTC
policies, specifically the need for differentiated access based
on proximity to the BS. Finally, the q1 values that maximize
the throughput vary between the SA-SIC and SA cases,
highlighting the importance of precise protocol parameter
selection.
Fig. 6 illustrates the maximum value of the minimum

system throughput versus the transmit SNR for two threshold
β values, in a similar user-pairing CB scenario as in Fig. 5.
Specifically, the maximum value of the minimum system
throughput is derived by considering the access probabilities

FIGURE 6. Max min system throughput versus SNR for a practical user-pairing CB
scenario.

FIGURE 7. System throughput versus SNR for the CF system.

that maximize the system minimum throughput. In more
detail, in mMTC policy 1 all sources share a common
access probability q, while under mMTC policy 2, the
throughput is shaped by two distinct access probabilities
q1 and q2 for each ring. As it can be seen, mMTC
policy 2 consistently offers superior throughput performance,
while ensuring fairness among the sources, underscoring
the importance of adaptive access strategies. Additionally,
Fig. 6 indicates a convergence in the maximum value of the
minimum system throughput beyond a specific SNR value,
suggesting that merely increasing the transmit SNR might
not always enhance performance. It can be observed that
reducing the threshold value β leads to a decrease in the
SNR at which this convergence initiates, as well as in the
peak achievable maximum value of the minimum system
throughput. However, for lower SNR values, lower β results
in better system performance, which is expected considering
that the available power can not consistently support higher
target rates.
Finally, in Fig. 7, the performance of a CF system with N

sources is investigated. Specifically, half of the sources are
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distributed in the inner ring with r1 = 5 m and R1 = 10 m
and the other half are located in the outer ring with r2 = 10 m
and R2 = 20 m. The comparison is made between the
system throughput when sources located in the same ring are
paired and its throughput when sources located in different
rings are paired. The legend displays the ring in which
the i-th and j-th are located, respectively, while the system
throughput is calculated by averaging the throughputs of
each case. It should be highlighted that the system performs
better when the sources are not located in the same ring,
i.e., eMBB policy 2 outperforms eMBB policy 1, due to the
fact that the impact of the interference can be more easily
mitigated by creating pairs with different SNR levels for
each source. This result emphasizes the importance of user
pairing in such systems. As expected, the higher the SNR the
better the system performs, as there is more power allocated
for the correct message transmission and, thus, the outage
probability is reduced, while the throughput is increased.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we investigated the impact of random
source deployment in the context of 6G uplink wireless
systems. Specifically, we focused on the implications of
non-orthogonality in CF and CB access schemes with both
homogeneous and heterogeneous requirements and proposed
different policies for mMTC, eMBB, and hybrid mMTC-
eMBB scenarios. Regarding the CB scheme, we examined
an RA protocol based on SA and SIC termed as SA-
SIC. Considering various deployment scenarios ranging from
distinct circular rings to a shared ring distribution, we derived
closed-form expressions for the outage probability in a
system with two sources using SIC. Utilizing these expres-
sions, we also calculated the throughput for each scenario
and performed simulations to validate our theoretical find-
ings. Finally, our results confirmed the superior performance
of the SA-SIC protocol compared to conventional SA,
highlighted the impact of random source deployment in CF
and CB access schemes, and provided useful design insights
and pairing schemes into the proposed policies for mMTC,
eMBB, and hybrid mMTC-eMBB scenarios.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The outage probability of the i-th source, when two sources
access the channel simultaneously and SIC is utilized as
the detection technique for constant distances between the
sources and the BS, is given by [20]

Pij = 1 − e−bjβj︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ1

− bje−biβi
biβi + bj

c4

︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ2

+ bjebi

bi
βj

+ bj
c5

︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ3

+ bie−bjβj
bjβj + bi

(
1 − e−βi(bjβj+bi)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

φ4

, (34)

TABLE 6. Negative binomial series.

where

c4 =
{

1 − e
−(biβi+bj) (βi+1)βj

1−βiβj , βiβj < 1
1, βiβj ≥ 1

(35)

and

c5 =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
e
−βj

(
bi
βj

+bj
)

− e
−
(
bi
βj

+bj
)

(βi+1)βj
1−βiβj , βiβj < 1

e
−βj

(
bi
βj

+bj
)
, βiβj ≥ 1.

(36)

To derive the outage probability, (34) should be integrated
with respect to di ∈ [r,R]. Similar procedure is followed
for all terms of (34), thus it is presented indicatively for the
second term of (34), for which it stands that

φ2 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

σ 2dnj
cpj

e
− σ2βid

n
i

cpi

(
σ 2βidni
cpi

+ σ 2dnj
cpj

)−1

, βiβj ≥ 1

σ 2dnj
cpj

e
− σ2βid

n
i

cpi

(
σ 2βidni
cpi

+ σ 2dnj
cpj

)−1

×
⎛
⎝1 − e

− βj(βi+1)σ2dnj

(1−βiβj)cpj
− βiβj(βi+1)σ2dni

(1−βiβj)cpi

⎞
⎠, βiβj < 1.

(37)

To integrate this expression, the negative binomial series is
required, which arises in the binomial theorem for negative
integer exponent and is given by

(x+ a)−n =
∞∑
k=0

(−n
k

)
xka−n−k, (38)

for |x| < a. Considering the requirement for convergence
during the integration, the cases presented in Table 6 occur.
Finally, utilizing [33, (3.381.8)], i.e.,∫ u

0
xme−βxndx = γ (υ, βun)

nβυ
, (39)

where υ = m+1
n , the final expressions are derived. Similarly,

the rest of the terms are calculated, thus completing the
proof.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Setting in (17) X = γi, Y = γj, the first term turns into

P1 = Pr

(
Y

βj
− 1 < X < βi(Y + 1)

)
, (40)
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TABLE 7. Cases for G2 (proof).

which is equivalent to

P1 =
∫ ξ

0
FX(βi(y+ 1))fY(y)dy︸ ︷︷ ︸

F11

−
∫ ξ

βj

FX

(
y

βj
− 1

)
fY(y)dy

︸ ︷︷ ︸
F12

.

(41)

In (41), the two terms can be written as

F11

=
M∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

f (r1,R1, n)f (r2,R2,m)

×
∫ ξ

0

(
g
(
r2,R2, pj,m

)
e−g(r2,R2,pj,m)y − g

(
r2,R2, pj,m

)

×e−g(r1,R1,pi,n)e−(g(r1,R1,pi,n)bi+g(r2,R2,pj,m))y
)
dy (42)

and

F12

=
M∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

f (r1,R1, n)f (r2,R2,m)

×
∫ ξ

βj

(
g
(
r2,R2, pj,m

)
e−g(r2,R2,pj,m) − g

(
r2,R2, pj,m

)

×eg(r1,R1,pi,n)e
−
(
g(r1,R1,pi,n)

βj
+g(r2,R2,pj,m)

)
y
)
dy. (43)

The second term of (17) can be expressed as

P2 = Pr

(
Y

X + 1
≥ βj,X ≤ βi

)
, (44)

which is equivalent to

P2 =
∫ βi

0
fX(x)dx

︸ ︷︷ ︸
F21

−
∫ βi

0
FY
(
βj(x+ 1)

)
fX(x)dx

︸ ︷︷ ︸
F22

. (45)

In (45), the two terms can be written as

F21 =
M∑
n=1

f (r1,R1, n)
∫ βi

0
g(r1,R1, pi, n)e

−g(r1,R1,pi,n)xdx

(46)

and

F22

=
M∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

f (r1,R1, n)f (r2,R2,m)

×
∫ βi

0

(
g(r1,R1, pi, n)e

−g(r1,R1,pi,n)x − g(r1,R1, pi, n)

×e−g(r2,R2,pj,m)βj e−(g(r2,R2,pj,m)βj+g(r1,R1,pi,n))x
)
dx.

(47)

Calculating the integrals, the outage probability is derived
and the proof is complete.
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APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
The outage probability of the i-th source, when two
sources access the channel simultaneously and they are both
randomly deployed in the same ring, is given by

Pij = 1 − e−bjβj︸ ︷︷ ︸
g1

− bje−biβi
biβi + bj

c4

︸ ︷︷ ︸
g2

+ bjebi

bi
βj

+ bj
c5

︸ ︷︷ ︸
g3

+ bie−bjβj
bjβj + bi

(
1 − e−βi(bjβj+bi)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g4

. (48)

To derive the outage probability, (48) is integrated with
respect to di ∈ [r,R] and dj ∈ [r,R]. For g1, which includes
only dj, a single integration is required, thus

G1 = 2

R2 − r2

∫ R

r
dje

− σ2βjd
n
j

cpj ddj. (49)

For the rest of the terms, the procedure is as the one presented
indicatively for the second term, for which it stands that

g2 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
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σ 2dnj
cpj

e
− σ2βid

n
i

cpi

(
σ 2βidni
cpi

+ σ 2dnj
cpj

)−1

, βiβj ≥ 1

σ 2dnj
cpj

e
− σ2βid

n
i

cpi

(
σ 2βidni
cpi

+ σ 2dnj
cpj

)−1

×
⎛
⎝1 − e

− βj(βi+1)σ2dnj

(1−βiβj)cpj
− βiβj(βi+1)σ2dni

(1−βiβj)cpi

⎞
⎠, βiβj < 1.

(50)

To ensure that the variables range from r to R as well as

the convergence of the term (
σ 2dnj
cpj

+ σ 2βidni
cpi

)−1, the cases
presented in Table 7 emerge. To derive the final expressions,
we utilize the negative binomial series, [33, (3.381.8)],
and [34, (6.5.33)], which completes the proof.
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